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Culture is a core element shaping human behaviour. Cultural activities have existed

from the beginning of time and gradually transformed into an industry. As a result,

today, the existence of the cultural industry and cultural workers is quite clear. The

purpose of this study is to outline the core concepts of cultural employment and to ex-

plore the structure of cultural employment in Turkey by using primary data obtained

by an online survey conducted among Turkish cultural workers in 2016. This study

contributes to the literature by examining the atypical work arrangements of cultural

workers in Turkey. Our findings confirm that cultural workers in Turkey are at risk

of in-work poverty, and their earnings differ according to gender, contract type, em-

ployment and employee types. We found in this study that the middle-aged cultural

workers working with permanent contracts in state subsidized intuitions earn more.

This study highlights the need for systematic studies on cultural employment and the

implementation of a comprehensive policy to protect the rights of cultural workers in

Turkey.
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1 Introduction

Culture surrounds us in every area of

our daily lives and relationships with oth-

ers. People create culture through games

(Huizinga, 2006), ideas and behaviours,

crafts, beliefs, customs (Malinowski, 1960),

symbols, language, values and norms

(Eagleton, 2016). Culture is also to be found
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in ways of thinking and acting, including

the material objects (such as a table or a

chair) and the non-material elements (such

as art or Zen) (Macionis, 2010) that to-

gether form a people’s shared way of life

(Eagleton, 2016; Highmore, 2016; Macionis,

2010; Jenks, 1993); it encompasses every-

thing we learn to live our lives in the so-

cial groups to which we belong (Tischler,

2011). Thus, culture differentiates humans

from other creatures (Jenks, 1993) and car-

ries the following features: integration, his-

toricity, uniformity, causality, significance

and values and relativism (Kroeber & Kluck-

hohn, 1952).

Creativity is essential for the genesis of cul-
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ture. However, every action or item could

be seen to be creative, so creativity alone

is not sufficient to create a culture. Besides

the element of human creativity, the presence

of symbolic messages (UNCTAD, 2008; Gal-

loway & Dunlop, 2007) and intellectual prop-

erty (Eagleton, 2016; UNCTAD, 2008; Gal-

loway & Dunlop, 2007; Jenks, 1993) are vi-

tal characteristics of culture. Hence, cultural

production also includes these three features.

The cultural products may be music, films,

theatrical plays, city museums, printed lit-

erature, designed materials, fashion, places

or many other things, even cities. These

products are created in theatres, radios, con-

cert halls, bars, cinemas, television and even

on the streets. During cultural production,

workers experience atypical working condi-

tions; thus, cultural employment is closely

linked to the limits of atypical work.

In Turkey, since few studies (Hoş, 2018; Şen,

2017; Lena, 2016) examine cultural employ-

ment, there is a need for systematic studies in

this area (Şen, 2017). This study contributes

to the literature by examining the atypical

working arrangements of cultural workers in

Turkey. The purpose of this study is to out-

line the core concepts of cultural employment

and to explore the structure of cultural em-

ployment in Turkey. The study presents data

on the issues surrounding the employment

status of cultural workers in Turkey. The

data was acquired through an online survey

of cultural workers in Turkey.

The findings of this study highlight the re-

lationship between the income of cultural

workers and their working arrangements,

which suggests the existence of in-work

poverty among cultural workers. This study

identifies a need for more systematic studies

about cultural employment and the imple-

mentation of a comprehensive policy to pro-

tect the rights of cultural workers in Turkey.

To that end, this study reviews the existing

literature. It then shares the findings of the

survey about cultural employment in Turkey

and discusses these findings before present-

ing its conclusion.

2 Literature review

This section presents the literature on the

structure of cultural employment in Turkey

after discussing the core concepts related to

cultural employment, such as the cultural

industry and cultural workers. The sec-

tion then focuses specifically on the literature

about cultural employment in Turkey.

2.1 Cultural Industry

Today, culture is adopting industrial pro-

duction strategies under the concept of the

service sector; but how do we call it specif-

ically? In the literature, the analyses of

‘how cultural goods are produced and dis-

seminated in modern economies and soci-

eties’ (Hesmondhalgh, 2008), use two differ-

ent terms: cultural industries and creative

industries.

The idea of the cultural industry is based on

standardisation, meeting the needs of every-

one who wants to own artwork. Millions of

copies of cultural goods are made and dis-

tributed rapidly to every corner of the globe,

using technology which allows the reproduc-

tion of cultural products (Benjamin, 2008).

For example, a cathedral is built as an im-

movable structure but taking a photograph

of it turns the cathedral, a massive object,

into an object that can move anywhere. In

other words, an artwork is transformed into

another artwork again and again. Therefore,

‘all mass culture under monopoly is identi-

cal’ (Horkheimer & Adorno, 2002). Cultural

goods and services are converted into com-

modities and, thus, culture created its own

industry. Hence, ‘the whole world is passed

through the filter of the culture industry’

(Horkheimer & Adorno, 2002).

The cultural industry differs in four aspects

from other industries in the economy: out-

put, industry structure, the behaviour of

firms and employment. The output of the

cultural industry shares more characteristics

with public goods than private goods because

cultural goods and services are merit goods

and have cultural value. Therefore, the

structure of the cultural industry contains
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a significant number of not-for-profit enter-

prises alongside commercial firms and pub-

lic institutions. The behaviours of the firms

tend to produce compliance not only with

the needs of the market but also the cultural

values of the goods and services. The em-

ployment structure is complicated because it

includes both artistic/aesthetic jobs and non-

artistic/non-aesthetic jobs (Throsby, 2008).

The term ‘creative industry’, in contrast,

originated in the mid-1990s, starting with

the concepts of the creative city and cre-

ative clusters, which developed ‘their festi-

vals, major museums and theatre complexes

in the culture-led urban regeneration boom’

(Hesmondhalgh, 2008). The phrase has been

developed to strengthen the protection of in-

tellectual property and taking the public sup-

port for the training of creative workers by

departing from the UK’s Department of Cul-

ture, Media and Sport (DCMS) (Throsby,

2008). To satisfy the needs of the mar-

ket and create economic value (Primorac,

2014; Hesmondhalgh, 2008; Throsby, 2008),

creative industry is a broader term, cover-

ing not only copyright related to intellec-

tual property protection, but also electronic,

chemical and pharmaceutical patents. Thus,

the term ‘creative industry’ was shaped by

globalisation and a neoliberal understanding

(Hesmondhalgh, 2008).

The two terms – cultural industries and cre-

ative industries – were merged by the Beijing

Party Committee in The People’s Republic

of China in 2005 to form the ‘cultural and

creative industries’ (Hesmondhalgh, 2008), a

term used by other authors since (Primorac,

2014; O’Connor, 2011).

In the studies about Turkey, there is no con-

sensus about the usage of the term. Some

authors (Demir, 2018; Erataş, Alptekin,

& Uysal, 2013; Abadan-Unat, 1983) pre-

fer the term ‘cultural industry’ while others

(Kepenek, 2015; Yörük, 2018; Cetiz, 2017;

Erkayhan, 2015; Demir, 2018; Şimşek &

Güven, 2015; Hocaoğlu, 2015) use the term

‘creative industry’. Only a few researchers

(Kaymas, 2019; Şen, 2017) prefer the term

‘cultural and creative industries’.

This study prefers to use the term ‘cultural

industry’ which is interested in the creation

of culture rather than the creative industry,

which includes creating new patents. The

cultural industry is the industry in which

cultural workers produce cultural products.

Since creativity can cover everything, it is

hard to analyse all goods and services re-

lated to creativity. Moreover, the concept

of creativity is extended so widely (Throsby,

2008) that there is little linking the creation

of a new pharmaceutical formula and a new

drama, except that both are creative.

The cultural industry contributes signifi-

cantly to national income in Turkey. Şen

(2017) examined the cultural industry of

Turkey in 2015 to estimate the size of its con-

tribution to national income and concluded

that cultural consumption in 2015 was 47.64

billion USD, equivalent to 6.4% of Turkish

national income. Şen (2017) also found there

to be a lack of systematic studies on cultural

employment in Turkey and suggested that

the data collection process for the cultural

sector should be standardised according to

European Union (EU) standards.

The cultural industry in Turkey has in-

creased its trade capacity by years. Turkey’s

global exports of cultural products exceeded

4 billion Euros in 2015 and 2016. In compar-

ison, imports of cultural products have only

been around 750 million Euros (see Figure 1).

(Eurostat, 2020b) data suggests that cultural

production in Turkey has a comparative ad-

vantage.

Since 2015, Turkey has been losing this ad-

vantage as exports of cultural goods have fol-

lowed a downward trend, affecting the cul-

tural industry negatively and representing a

possible cause of job losses. There is, there-

fore, a need to take precautionary action.

2.2 Cultural Workers

The constitution of the Turkish Republic

states that the artistic activities and artists

fall under the protection of the state, and

the necessary measures to protect, evaluate,
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Figure 1: Turkey’s Trade in Cultural Goods by Product with All Around the World

Source: (Eurostat, 2020b)

support and spread art and artists are taken

by the state (Constitution of The Republic

of Turkey, 1982). However, what constitutes

artists or cultural art workers is not clearly

defined by the cultural institutions in Turkey,

nor the constitution, nor any laws.

For the definition of artists, Throsby (1992)

divides artists into initial creative artists

(such as writers, visual artists, craftspeople

and composers) and performing artists (such

as actors, dancers and musicians). However,

those who are not artists but who are also

cultural workers, such as technicians, pub-

lic relations managers and box office work-

ers should be added to Throsby’s description

because cultural production is based on col-

lective work. For example, even though the

initial creative artists and performing artists

may create a play, there is no audience with-

out the box office staff. Similarly, a painter

needs an art gallery and art dealers to sell

their pictures. All these workers are included

within the cultural industry.

Casey (1999) adopts a broader definition,

listing three types of cultural worker: (1)

workers who have artistic occupations within

the cultural industry, such as an actor work-

ing in a theatre company, (2) workers who

do not have an artistic occupation but work

in the cultural industry such as a techni-

cian working in a museum, and (3) workers

who have artistic occupations but work out-

side the cultural industry such as a musician

working in a bar (Feist, 2000; Van Liemt,

2014). Thus, these three types of culture

workers constitute the cultural sector. The

definition by Casey (1999) is also approved

by (Eurostat, 2019a). Cultural workers are

those professional workers who earn money

and expend effort in contributing to the

creation of culture. Some Turkish studies

(Artun, 2014; Abadan-Unat, 1983) use the

term ‘cultural workers’ to mean workers who

produce cultural productions.

Artun (2014) treats the efforts of cultural

workers as art labour, which involves the con-

cept of immaterial labour, based on the ideas

of the Italian Autonomists. Lazzarato (1996)

states that immaterial labour ‘produces the

informational and cultural content of the

commodity’. All outputs of the production of

services are produced by immaterial labour,

including cultural products which consist of

ideas, symbols, codes, texts, language figures

or images (Hardt & Negri, 2000b, 2000a).

Cultural workers, especially artists, expend

their effort mostly in affective and emotional

labour, which are both types of immaterial

labour. Affective labour is the creation and

manipulation of emotions and requires hu-

man contact and interaction (Hardt & Ne-

gri, 2000b, 2000a; Hardt, 1999); for exam-

ple, cultural workers put affective labour into

writing a poem or composing a song. Emo-

tional labour is the management of feelings

by alienating oneself from an aspect of the
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self in order to perform a task (Hochschild,

1983); for example, actors distance them-

selves from personal feelings and adopt those

required for their roles in a drama.

Cultural workers are identified by classifying

cultural occupations. There are two well-

known classifications in the scope of cultural

activities and cultural occupations: NACE

(Statistical Classification of Economic Ac-

tivities in the European Community Rev.2)

and ISCO 08 (International Standard Classi-

fication of Occupations 2008) (see Table 1).

While NACE is a four-digit classification sys-

tem, NACE Rev. 2 is the revised two-digit

version, with sub-digits, which has been im-

plemented in the EU since 2007. However,

Turkey does not collect the data according

to these standards for the Household Labour

Force Surveys, but considers only the two

main digits, ignoring the sub-digits. Simi-

larly, although ISCO 08 is a four-digit classi-

fication system, Turkey regards only two dig-

its denoting occupations in collecting data.

Since Turkey does not fully use NACE Rev.

2 and ISCO 08 for data collection, this arti-

cle benefits from the models used in the cre-

ative industry to depict clearly the cultural

industry in Turkey. These models are the

UK DMCS Model, the Symbolic Text Model,

the Concentric Circles Model and the WIPO

(World Intellectual Property Organization)

Copyright Model (UNCTAD, 2008). Each

model uses a different classification of the

cultural industries (see Table 2). This article,

especially in the survey, aligns with the UK

DMCS Model since its definition is holistic.

These models are helpful in standardising

cultural occupations. However, identifying

cultural workers remains a challenge because

self-educated workers are common in this in-

dustry, unlike others. A model in Finland

uses four categories to identify artists: (1)

self-definition, (2) definition based on pro-

duction, (3) definition of the artist by the

society at large and (4) definition by peers

(Mitchell & Karttunen, 1992). This Finnish

model is easy to adopt for cultural workers,

although it may be necessary to provide evi-

dence from two of the four categories because

self-definition without any proof may not al-

ways give an accurate picture.

Some cultural occupations in Turkey, such as

architects, already have professional cham-

bers and associations: as of 2020, there

are 21 different professional associations of

which cultural workers can be a member

(Ministry of Culture and Tourism of Turkey,

2012). However, these chambers and asso-

ciations face challenges including low mem-

bership density – there was a sharp decrease

from 20% to 9.2% in 1999–2019 in Turkey

(OECD, 2019), low participation rate in ac-

tivities (Çaha, 2012) and political pressure

to the extent that the International Trade

Union Confederation (ITUC, 2016, 2018)

listed Turkey among the ten worst countries

for workers globally in 2016 and 2018 be-

cause members of some unions are arrested

systematically. Other challenges related to

Turkey’s labour market are a high unemploy-

ment rate, a high informal employment rate,

a high under-employment rate (an increase in

part-time and on-demand working) and an

increase in subcontracting practices (Gerşil

& Aracı, 2006).

2.3 Cultural Employment

The working arrangements of cultural

workers are atypical, including flexible work

arrangements, part-time work, temporary

work and self-employment (Eurofound, 2017;

Mitropoulos, 2014; Nienhueser, 2005). Cul-

tural workers are predominantly freelance

or self-employed, hold multiple jobs at the

same time (Benhamou, 2011; Towse, 2010;

Hesmondhalgh, 2008) and have irregular

and short-term jobs due to the project-based

nature of their work (Umney & Kretsos,

2014; Hodgson & Briand, 2013; Benhamou,

2011; Towse, 2010; Hesmondhalgh, 2008).

Their portfolio career path leads to income

insecurity (Eikhof & York, 2016; Benhamou,

2011; Towse, 2010; Hesmondhalgh, 2008);

they have very little job protection and

uncertain career paths, and unpaid work

is typical in the sector (Siebert & Wilson,
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Table 1: NACE Rev. 2 and ISCO Codes related to Cultural Workers

NACE Rev. 2 (Statistical Classification of

Economic Activities in the European Community

Rev.2)

ISCO 08 (International Standard Classification

of Occupations 2008)

18 Printing and reproduction of recorded 216 Architects, planners, surveyors and
media designers

32.2 Manufacture of musical instruments 2353 Other language teachers

58.1 Publishing of books, periodicals and other 2354 Other music teachers
publishing activities 2355 Other art teachers

59 Motion picture, video, and television 262 Librarians, archivists and curators

programme production, sound recording 264 Authors, journalists and linguists
and music publishing activities 265 Creative and performing artists

60 Programming and broadcasting activities 3431 Photographers

74.1 Specialised design activities 3432 Interior designers and decorators
74.2 Photographic activities 3433 Gallery, museum, and library technicians

74.3 Translation and interpretation activities 3435 Other artistic and cultural associate
90 Creative, arts and entertainment activities professionals

91 Libraries, archives, museums, and other cul-

tural activities

3521 Broadcasting and audio-visual technicians

4411 Library clerks

7312 Musical instrument makers and tuners

7313 Jewellery and precious-metal workers
7314 Potters and related workers

7315 Glassmakers, cutters, grinders and finishers

7316 Signwriters, decorative painters, engravers
and etchers

7317 Handicraft workers in wood, basketry and

related materials
7318 Handicraft workers in textile, leather and

related materials
7319 Handicraft workers not elsewhere classified

Source: Eurostat, 2019a

2013; Benhamou, 2011; Towse, 2010; Hes-

mondhalgh, 2008). Intermittent work is

common in cultural employment (Karaca,

2017; Peksan & Tosun, 2014); for example,

in television series and theatres, there is

a season finale followed by a few months’

break, after which the work picks up again.

During these months, however, producers

do not pay social security premiums for

cultural workers. Moreover, earnings tend

to be lower than in other industries (Lena,

2016; Benhamou, 2011; Towse, 2010; Hes-

mondhalgh, 2008). Cultural workers may

be self-educated or have qualifications from

art institutions or universities. This type

of labour has heterogeneous characteristics,

differentiating it from other types of labour

by the nature of the workers’ skills and

the extent of their talent (Towse, 2010).

An increase in skills and abilities may be

possible through training and self-training.

Lena (2016) investigated the cultural sector

in Turkey between 2009 and 2013. Lena

(2016) states that the average of salaries

and wages paid to wage-earners across all

industry sectors and services was around

20,000 TL (Turkish Lira) annually, com-

pared to an average in the artistic creative

sectors of 11.981 TL and in the performing

arts of 11.835 TL in 2013 (TurkStat, 2014).

Moreover, in Turkey, since cultural activities

are included in entertainment activities, the

rate of informal economic activity is high

due to the high entertainment tax (Lena,

2016). Lena (2016) concluded that the

cultural sector has high added value.

The transition between occupations, or

having two or more professions at the same

time, is common; for example, an actor

may also be a musician or may decide to

continue his career as a musician. Due to

the project-based nature of the industry,
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Table 2: Classification Systems for the Creative Industries derived from Different Models

UK DMCS MODEL SYMBOLIC TEXT

MODEL

CONCENTRIC CIRCLES

MODEL

WIPO COPYRIGHT

MODEL

- Advertising Core Cultural Indus-

tries

Core Creative Arts Core Copyright Indus-

tries
- Architecture - Advertising - Literature - Advertising

- Art and Antiques

Market

- Film - Music - Collecting Societies

- Crafts - Internet - Performing Arts - Film and Video

- Design - Music - Visual Arts - Music

- Fashion - Publishing Other Core Cultural Industries - Performing Arts
- Film and Video - Television and Radio - Film - Publishing

- Music Peripheral Cultural In-

dustries

- Museum and Libraries - Software

- Performing Arts - Creative Arts Wider Cultural Industry - Television and Radio

- Publishing Borderline Cultural In-
dustries

- Heritage Services - Visual and Graphic
Arts

- Software - Consumer Electronics - Publishing Independent Copyright

Industries
- Television and Radio - Fashion - Sound Recording - Blank Recording Mate-

rial

- Video and Computer
Games

- Software - Television and Radio - Consumer Electronics

- Sports - Video and Computer Games - Musical Instruments

Related Industries Paper
- Advertising - Photocopiers, Photo-

graphic Equipment

- Architecture Partial Copyright Indus-
try

- Design - Architecture
- Fashion - Clothing, Footwear

- Design

- Fashion
- Household Goods

- Toys

Source: UNCTAD, 2008

a cultural worker may be an employee for

one project and an employer for another;

for example, a film actor who also owns a

theatre.

Atypical work arrangements are evaluated

as precarious work (Hesmondhalgh & Baker,

2011; Nienhueser, 2005) and as representing

the erosion of the welfare state (Nienhueser,

2005). Therefore, cultural workers who

earn daily rates are precariat, who work

with wage flexibility – wage adjustments,

particularly downwards; employment flexi-

bility – changes in employment level with no

compensation; job flexibility – changes in job

structure; and skill flexibility – adjustments

in workers’ skills (Standing, 2011). Cultural

workers are thus at high risk of in-work

poverty.

The precarious working conditions of cul-

tural workers were depicted by Hoş (2018),

who surveyed 157 actors in Istanbul, Turkey

and found that even if the majority of

participants agrees on the need to be a

trade union member, only a small number of

participants are members of a trade union.

Furthermore, for the majority, their earnings

were not sufficient to earn their keep.

Almost half said they were not working in

an environment which met occupational

health and safety standards and over half

were unhappy with their working conditions.

Almost all were in areas which lacked

legislative regulation on their rights to work

and almost none were confident about the

future (Hoş, 2018).

Cultural workers constitute the supply-side
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dynamics of the sector because they produce

cultural goods and services. In Turkey,

from 2011 to 2019, cultural employment

increased gradually from 522,200 to 668,900

people (Eurostat, 2019b). The cultural

employment rate over the same period

remained fairly constant at 2.1%–2.4%

of the total employment rate in Turkey.

Between 2016 and 2019, the rate of cultural

workers with a permanent job was around

89%–93%, while the rate of cultural workers

working in only one job was 97%–98%.

Moreover, the rate of cultural workers

with a full-time job was around 79%–87%.

The rate of self-employed cultural workers

increased over the period from 22% to 34%.

This panorama contradicts the problems

indicated by some investigators (Umney &

Kretsos, 2014; Hodgson & Briand, 2013;

Siebert & Wilson, 2013; Benhamou, 2011;

Towse, 2010; Hesmondhalgh, 2008) (see

Table 3).

The subsidy, by state or private institutions,

of cultural production improves the working

conditions of cultural workers. Whether the

state or private institutions should support

cultural activities and cultural workers is

debatable. However, various reasons have

been suggested in favour of public support

to cultural activities. The state supports

local development by helping artistic and

cultural consumption; that is to say that

these goods and services attract people to

cities (Akdede, 2014). Cultural goods are

‘merit goods’ which have an inherent value

for the society (Towse, 2010). Cultural

goods and services create an economy and

its sector (Horkheimer & Adorno, 2002),

and cultural goods and services can serve

as a cultural-ideological state apparatus,

used for keeping the masses under control

(Althusser, 2014).

Each state contributes to the process of

producing works of art through some form

of subsidy. Turkey subsidises cultural goods

and services through the Ministry of Culture

and Tourism whose budget increased from

2009 (1,021 million TL) to 2015 (2,297

million TL), representing an increase of 1%

(from 3.9% to 4.9%) in the total budget.

The ministry allocates part of its budget

as subsidy for cultural activities. From

2005 until 2009, the subsidy given by the

ministry increased from 4 million TL to 15

million TL. However, from 2010 to 2012,

this amount decreased to 7 million TL. After

that period, the subsidy increased again and

had reached 17 million TL in 2015 (Ministry

of Culture and Tourism of Turkey, 2015).

NGOs and the private sector are other

supporters of cultural activities in Turkey.

Many companies sponsor cultural and

art foundations, and some cultural and

art foundations have tax immunity. For

example, the leading sponsor of the Istanbul

Foundation for Culture and Arts (IKSV)

is the Eczacıbaşı Group, one of the biggest

pharmaceutical companies in Turkey. In

2004, the Law on Promotion of Cultural

Investments and Initiatives (Num. 5225)

came into force in Turkey, allowing those

establishments which have a culture invest-

ment licence and culture enterprise licence

a reduction on income tax withholding and

employer’s national insurance contributions

of between 25% and 50% (Revenue Admin-

istration of Turkey, 2015).

In addition to the subsidy and support of

NGOs and private sectors, another form of

supporting the cultural sector is through

special social security arrangements. For

those artists who earn a daily rate, the

Additional Article 6 added to Article 51 of

Law No. 6111, as of 1 March 2011, allows

artists who work fewer than ten days per

month, calculated according to working

hours, in areas to be determined by the

Ministry of Culture and Tourism to pay

their own insurance premiums (Ministry

of Culture and Tourism of Turkey, 2012;

Social Security Institute of Turkey, 2016).

Artists who work fewer than ten days in

a month are considered as having paid

30 days social insurance premiums for a

temporary period if they pay the premiums

at the lowest-earning limit (Caniklioğlu &
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Table 3: Cultural Employment Indicators of Turkey by Recent Years

Cultural Employment Indicators 2016 2017 2018 2019

Cultural Employment (thousands of people) 613.7 647.8 662.3 668.9

Cultural Employment (% of total employment) 2.3 2.3 2.3 2.4

Employees with a Permanent Job (% of cultural employment) 91 89 89 93
Self-Employed Persons (% of cultural employment) 22 31 29 34

Employed Persons Working Full-Time (% of cultural employment) 87 81 79 79

Employed Persons with One Job Only 98 98 97 98

Source: Eurostat, 2019b

Özkaraca, 2014). If an artist works more

than ten days per month, the social security

premium has to be paid by the employer

(Köme Akpulat, 2017). In 2015, 853 artists

benefited from the arrangements for self-paid

social insurance premiums (Köme Akpulat,

2017).

In 2015, 34,300 people worked in creative,

arts and entertainment activities (Eurostat,

2020a). These activities cover employment

in the performing arts, support activities for

the performing arts, artistic creation and

the operation of arts facilities. According

to estimates by the Actors’ Trade Union, in

Turkey, the number of actors alone in 2015

was around 10,000 (Kadıgil, 2017). When

comparing this estimate to the number of

the artists who benefited from arrangements

for self-paid social insurance premiums, the

effectiveness of the social security arrange-

ments for artists who earn daily rates may

be disputed. Since cultural workers earn

lower wages than other sectors (Lena, 2016)

and these earnings are not sufficient to earn

their keep (Hoş, 2018), cultural workers

suffer from not paying their social security

premiums despite being allowed to pay

the insurance premiums themselves. There

is, therefore, a need for a comprehensive

change in the social security arrangements

for artists.

3 Data

This article focuses on people in Turkey

who work in a job which contributes to

creating culture and investigates the is-

sues surrounding the employment of these

cultural workers. It uses data from an

online survey of cultural workers in Turkey.

Due to the positive relationship between

a high level of education and internet

usage (Ünver, 2014) and the assumption

that cultural workers have a high level

of education, the survey was conducted

online by the author. It was sent to the

labour unions related to the cultural sector,

including the Actors’ Trade Union of Turkey

(Oyuncular Sendikası) and Culture and Arts

Workers Union (Kültür ve Sanat Emekçileri

Sendikası) in Turkey. 193 cultural workers

– including performing artists, architects,

graphic designers, publishers, writers,

dancers, cultural organisers, art teachers

and so on – completed the survey between

22 October and 12 December 2016.

The survey consisted of three sections:

job information, personal information and

comments on the survey, and 17 questions:

job-information-related questions, demo-

graphic questions and the comment about

the survey. Many questions were asked

categorically due to the ease and speed of

responses.

Questions related to job information related

to the current area of activity (categoric

question), the job description (open-ended

question), number of years’ experience in the

cultural sector (open-ended question), the

effect of 2008 global economic crisis on the

employment status of the participant (cat-

egoric question), non-cultural jobs held in

the past (open-ended question), employment

status - whether self-employed or not (cate-

goric question), whether working in a public

or private institution (categoric question),

whether working in a subsidised institution

(categoric question), full-time or part-time
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contract (categoric question), working hours

at home per day (categoric question),

contract status (categoric question), total

earnings whether from the cultural sector or

not (categoric question) and approximate

monthly earnings (categoric question) (see

Table 3). The monthly earning question was

categorised, according to data on minimum

wages and cost of living. In 2016, the net

minimum monthly wage in Turkey was 1300

TL (Ministry of Labour and Social Security

of Turkey, 2016); in October 2016, the

minimum monthly cost of living for a single

person was 1700 TL and for a family of four

was 4558 TL (TURK-İŞ, 2016).

Demographic questions related to age (open

question), level of education (categoric

question) and gender (categoric question).

The survey ended with a question inviting

comments about the survey and additional

information that the participants could add

if they so wanted.

4 Findings and Discussion

The survey results are analysed through

a descriptive statistics analysis and a non-

parametric analysis. The analysis in this sec-

tion was conducted to understand the trends

in cultural employment. Since many ques-

tions were categorical, the analysis does not

give the exact results, but estimates tenden-

cies.

4.1 Findings of Descriptive Statistics

Analysis and Discussion

The economic activity area of many par-

ticipants is in the performing arts with par-

ticipants also involved in architecture, lit-

erature and publishing, organisational jobs,

radio and television, technical jobs, visual

arts and graphic design. Some participants

had more than one occupation. The primary

occupations were writer, organiser, director,

actor, visual artist, musician, art teacher, ed-

itor, architect, dancer and dubbing actor and

the most popular secondary occupation of

the participants was as an art teacher (see

Table 4).

Many participants had between 6- and 15-

years’ experience in the sector. While ap-

proximately two-thirds of participants were

not self-employed, fewer than one in five par-

ticipants work for the public sector. Only

one in four participants worked for sub-

sidised cultural institutions while three in

four worked for the cultural institutions

which had received no subsidy. More than

half of the participants worked in a full-time

job; almost half worked at home for at least

one hour or more per day. Half of the partici-

pants worked on a temporary contract while

almost one in three had a permanent con-

tract. However, some participants had no

contract (see Table 3).

Four of the five participants earned all their

income from the cultural sector. Some

findings of this study contradict the data

from Eurostat (2019b); for example, while

Eurostat (2019b) reported that 91% of cul-

tural workers had a permanent job in 2016 in

Turkey, this study found only 35.8% did so.

Furthermore, while Eurostat (2019b) showed

that 87% of cultural workers worked in a full-

time job in 2016, this rate was considerably

lower (58.5%) in the findings of this survey.

While over one in four participants (26.9%)

declared that they had more than two part-

time jobs in 2016, Eurostat (2019b) reported

that nearly all cultural workers in Turkey

(98%) had one job only in 2016. However,

the findings of this study support the liter-

ature (Umney & Kretsos, 2014; Hodgson &

Briand, 2013; Siebert & Wilson, 2013; Ben-

hamou, 2011; Towse, 2010; Hesmondhalgh,

2008) (see Table 5).

Other crucial descriptive findings were re-

lated to the income of cultural workers. Since

the income question was categorical, we cal-

culated the average monthly income of cul-

tural workers by using the minimum level

of the category as the base: 0 for 0–1300

TL; 1300 TL for 1301 TL–1700 TL; 1700 TL

for 1701–2500 TL. Although this calculation

does not give an exact panorama of the in-

come of the participants, it gives a figure to
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Table 4: Cultural Employment Indicators of Turkey by Recent Years

Question Answer Options
% of

Persons

Num.

Persons

Age 18-30 29.50% 57

31-50 59% 114
50+ 11.40% 22

Gender Female 39.40% 76

Male 60.60% 117

Education University (bachelor +) 44.50% 86

Conservatory or Art Faculty (equal to a bachelor) 45.60% 88

High School 8.80% 17
Secondary 1% 2

Experience Year 0-5 18.10% 35

6-15 44.60% 86

16-25 20.70% 40
26+ 16.60% 32

During the Global Started to work in the cultural sector 11.40% 22

Crisis Worked for another sector besides my job in the cultural sector 9.30% 18

Did not change my job 60.60% 117
Worked for two or more jobs in the cultural sector 8.80% 17

Student 9.30% 18

Unemployed 0.50% 1

Having a job in No 65.30% 126
another sector Other subsectors of the service sector 34.70% 67

Working for own Yes 30.10% 58
job No 69.90% 135

Working for Public 22.80% 44

public or private Private 77.20% 149

Having subsidy Yes 25.40% 49

No 76.60% 144

Duration of Work Full-Time 58.50% 113

Part-Time 11.40% 22
Two or more part-time 26.90% 52

Unemployed 3.10% 6

Working at Home No working at home 53.40% 103

At least 1 hour per day 13% 25
At least 2 hours per day 9.30% 18

At least 3 hours per day 6.70% 13

At least 4 hours and more per day 17.60% 34

Job Contract Type Permanent 35.80% 69
No contract 14% 27

Temporary 50.30% 97

All income coming Yes 80.80% 156

from cultural No 17.60% 34
sector Unemployed 1.60% 3

Average monthly 0-1300 TL 20.70% 40

income 1301 TL-1700 TL 9.80% 19

1701 TL -2500 TL 18.70% 36
2501 TL- 5000 TL 36.80% 71
5000 TL and more 13% 25

Source: The results of the survey which made by the author.

use for comparison with the replies to other

questions. This calculation was made in or-

der to identify trends.

One in five participants declared that they

earned under the minimum wage (1300 TL)

in 2016. Approximately one in ten partic-

ipants earned between the minimum wage

(1300 TL) and the minimum monthly cost

of living for a single person (1700 TL) in

the same year. Almost one in five partici-

pants earned between the minimum monthly

cost of living for a single person and 2500
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Table 5: Comparison of Cultural Employment Data

Findings of This Study Data of Eurostat for 2016

Employees with Permanent Job 35.80% 91%

Self-Employed 30.10% 22%
Employed Persons Working Full-Time 58.50% 87%

Employed Persons with One Job Only 70% 98%

Source: Eurostat, 2019b

TL. Only approximately one in ten partici-

pants earned more than 5000 TL, i.e. more

than the minimum monthly cost of living for

a family with four persons (4558 TL) in 2016

(see Table 3). This confirms the findings of

Hoş (2018) and Lena (2016), which indicate

that the earnings are not sufficient to earn a

living.

A number of studies (Lena, 2016; Benhamou,

2011; Towse, 2010; Hesmondhalgh, 2008)

have found that the earnings of cultural

workers tend to be lower than in other indus-

tries. Although this study did not compare

the earnings of cultural workers with those of

others, the results of the survey showed that

cultural workers in Turkey are at risk of in-

work poverty. Almost one in five participants

was unable to earn the minimum monthly

wage in 2016. The minimum monthly cost

of living for a single person was 1700 TL in

October 2016, and almost one in three par-

ticipants did not earn this amount (see Table

4).

The findings show that female cultural work-

ers earned less than male cultural workers.

When we compared these results with educa-

tion level, the findings indicated that this dif-

ference represented the earning gap between

female and male cultural workers who grad-

uated from art conservatories. At the same

time, there was no earning gap between fe-

male and male cultural workers who grad-

uated from universities, although these two

institutions offer an equal level of education.

However, these findings are vital in highlight-

ing the importance of detailed research on

the earning gap between men and women in

Turkey in the future (see Figure Figure 2).

The relationship between age and income

was another descriptive finding of the sur-

vey. The lowest average income occurs in the

Figure 2: Average Monthly Income Level by

Gender

18–30 age range. Although experience has a

positive impact on income, average monthly

income increases until 50 years, after which

it decreases. Cultural workers in Turkey are

at risk of poverty in old age (see Figure 3).

Figure 3: Average Monthly Income Level by Age

Contract types also affect the income of cul-

tural workers. Those who do not have a con-

tract or have temporary contracts tend to

earn less than cultural workers who have per-

manent contracts (see Figure 4).

Whether a cultural institution receives state

subsidy affects the income of cultural work-

ers: salaries at subsidised institutions tend to

be higher than others. However, being self-

employed in the cultural sector may have a

positive effect on income (see Figure 5 and

Figure 6).
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Figure 4: Average Monthly Income Level by
Contract Type

Figure 5: Average Monthly Income Level by

Working in an Institution with State Subsidy

Figure 6: Average Monthly Income Level by Being
Self-Employed

Another important finding of this study

is that many participants did not change

job during the 2008 global economic crisis.

When the resilience of the cultural sector to

the economic crisis is measured by the condi-

tion of having a job or not changing job, the

cultural sector is found to be resilient to the

economic crisis. This result, for Turkey, is

consistent with the finding that the cultural

sector was resilient to the economic crisis

(UNDP, 2010). The transience between oc-

cupations may explain this resilience: hold-

ing multiple occupations may increase the

chance of finding a job even during the eco-

nomic crisis. Another reason may be that

almost half the participants had more than

5 years’ experience in 2008 and this greater

experience may have been an advantage in

remaining in work even during the economic

crisis. However, it is essential to query the

quality of the job; having a job does not mean

having an appropriate job.

4.2 Findings of Non-Parametric Sta-

tistical Analysis and Discussion

The statistical analysis of the survey clar-

ified four crucial areas: the relationship be-

tween the income of cultural workers and

working in a subsidised institution; the re-

lationship between the income of cultural

workers and contract type; the relation-

ship between the income of cultural work-

ers and self-employment; and the relation-

ship between working at home and being self-

employed. Since the data were categorical,

the statistical analysis was conducted using

the Chi-Square test, which allows us to see

whether there is a relationship between two

variables but cannot indicate the direction

and the strength of this relationship.

The descriptive analysis supported the sta-

tistical analysis in this study. When we com-

pared the situation of the participants (i.e.

whether they worked in an institution in re-

ceipt of subsidy) with the calculation of their

average monthly income, the findings showed

that the participants who worked in a sub-

sidised institution earned more than the par-

ticipants who did not (see Table 6). This may

be a positive effect of the increase in subsidy

given by the Ministry of Culture and Tourism

from 2005 to 2015 (Ministry of Culture and

Tourism of Turkey, 2015).

The descriptive analysis also showed that the

participants who had permanent contracts

earned more than those who had temporary

contracts and indicated that cultural work-

ers with no contract earned the lowest aver-

age monthly income among them all. This

descriptive finding supported the findings of

the statistical analysis, which showed the re-

lationship between the income of cultural

workers and the type of job contract (see Ta-
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Table 6: Relationship between the Income of
Cultural Workers and Working in an Institution

which Takes Subsidy

Value df
Asymp. Sig.

(2-sided)

Pearson Chi-

Square

10.194a 4 0.037

Likelihood Ratio 11.782 4 0.019
Linear-by-Linear

Association

6.377 1 0.012

N of Valid Cases 191

a. 1 cells (10.0%) have expected count less than 5. The
minimum expected count is 4.77.

ble 7) and emphasises the importance of hav-

ing a job contract.

— Self-employed participants earned more

Table 7: Relationship between the Income of
Cultural Workers and Working in an Institution

which Takes Subsidy

Value df
Asymp. Sig.

(2-sided)

Pearson Chi-
Square

19.419a 8 .013

Likelihood Ratio 19.529 8 .012
Linear-by-Linear

Association

7.953 1 .005

N of Valid Cases 191

a. 2 cells (13.3%) have expected count less than 5. The
minimum expected count is 2.69.

than participants who were not self-

employed, from the calculation of the av-

erage monthly income of the participants.

The statistical analysis also confirmed the

relationship between the income of the par-

ticipants and their self-employed status (see

Table 8). The findings of this study indi-

Table 8: Relationship between the Income of

Cultural Workers and Working in an Institution

which Takes Subsidy

Value df
Asymp. Sig.

(2-sided)

Pearson Chi-

Square

11.363a 4 .023

Likelihood Ratio 11.012 4 .026

Linear-by-Linear

Association

8.524 1 .004

N of Valid Cases 193

a. 1 cells (10.0%) have expected count less than 5. The
minimum expected count is 3.91

cate that the working conditions of cultural

workers present many challenges. In com-

mon with Hoş (2018), this study suggests

that cultural workers need more comprehen-

sive policies to be implemented to improve

their working conditions.

Since categorical questions were used for ease

and speed in replying, the statistical find-

ings were not meticulous, because the Chi-

Square test gives no information about the

size and direction of the relationship between

the variables. However, these findings were

still vital because they give an idea of the re-

lationship between the variables. Moreover,

the descriptive analysis of the survey sup-

ported the findings of the statistical analysis,

indicating the need for more detailed studies.

Therefore, this study agrees with Şen (2017),

who highlighted the lack of systematic stud-

ies about cultural employment in Turkey.

5 Conclusion

Culture gives a form to human behaviour

and relationships through creativity, sym-

bolic messages and intellectuality. Therefore,

culture is everywhere, at every moment in

human life. Humans produce culture from

objects, even their bodies. This process has

transformed into an industry today, and it

has created an industry. Although the defi-

nitions of this industry differ, including cre-

ative industry, cultural industry and creative

and cultural industries, this study embraces

the term ‘cultural industry’, which focuses on

producing culture. The cultural industry of

Turkey has a comparative advantage because

the export of cultural goods is greater than

the import. However, in recent years, Turkey

has been losing this advantage. Therefore, to

keep this advantage, as the findings of this ar-

ticle show that subsidy has a positive effect

on the income of cultural workers, Turkey

may increase subsidies for cultural workers.

Cultural workers, however, should be pre-

cisely defined. Although there is a focus on

initial creative artists (such as writers, visual

artists, craftspeople and composers) and per-

forming artists (such as actors, dancers and

musicians) in defining cultural workers, this

definition omits the non-artistic workers who
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contribute to producing culture. A broader

definition includes three types of workers:

those who have artistic occupations within

the cultural industry, those who do not have

any artistic occupation but work in the cul-

tural industry, and those who have artistic

occupations but work outside the cultural in-

dustry. However, there is still a need to iden-

tify cultural workers through a more concrete

measurement. The model used in Finland to

identify cultural workers might be adopted

in Turkey.

Cultural employment carries atypical em-

ployment conditions such as freelance or

self-employed work, multiple jobs, irregu-

lar, short-term jobs, project-based jobs, a

portfolio career path, income insecurity and

very little job protection, an uncertain ca-

reer path, a higher likelihood of unpaid

work and lower earnings than in other in-

dustries. These poor working conditions are

known as precarity, flexible working with-

out job security. This article uses data from

an online survey of cultural workers con-

ducted in Turkey in November and Decem-

ber 2016. The survey consists of three parts:

questions related to job information, demo-

graphic questions and comments about the

survey. Categorical questions were chosen

primarily due to the ease and speed of re-

plying. The income question was also cate-

gorical, taking into consideration hunger and

poverty thresholds.

The findings of the survey agree with the lit-

erature on a large scale. The main findings

are that cultural workers in Turkey are at

risk of in-work poverty due to their low earn-

ings, and this risk tends to increase in old-

age; there is an earning gap between female

and male cultural workers; cultural workers

who do not have a contract earn the lowest

average monthly income compared to those

with a temporary or a permanent contract;

the income of cultural workers is statistically

related to whether they work in a subsidised

institution, their contract type and whether

they are self-employed; and the rate of work-

ing at home among cultural workers is high,

and this situation is statistically related to

being self-employed.

The findings show that cultural workers face

in-work poverty although they serve an in-

dustry which has a comparative advantage

in terms of trade. This study highlights

the need for systematic studies about cul-

tural employment and the implementation of

comprehensive policies to protect the rights

of cultural workers in Turkey. This arti-

cle recommends increasing the studies col-

lecting data about cultural employment and

identifying cultural workers through concrete

measurements. To this end, the creation

of an umbrella organisation might be help-

ful, and this umbrella organisation could de-

velop emergency action plans for disadvan-

taged cultural workers such as women and

older people.
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